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After being the other woman for eighteen years, Sarah is ready to walk away from the only man

sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d ever loved. All she wants is for Mike to let her be free to find love elsewhere, but

Mike isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t ready to let go just yet. Feeling that his wife is convinced that nothing is going on

with her best friend and him, Mike still believes he has the best of both worlds until Sarah shows him

otherwise. Will Sarah finally have the courage to walk away from the man who has her heart? Or will

she fall victim to MikeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s lies, once again?They say everyone plays the fool sometimes, and

Tiffany has played it for years in her relationship with her husband, Mike, as well as her friendship

with Sarah. Well, the truth is now in her face, and as bad as she wants to walk away, she feels

revenge is the answer to heal her pain. LetÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s see how far Tiffany is willing for vengeance

on the ones who betrayed her the most. Will her pain lead her to make the biggest mistake of her

life? Once again, weÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll see just how powerful love can be once loyalty; trust, and bonds are

tested.
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This was a good read. The story flowed very well, and had a lot going on to keep you engaged.

There were a few eyebrow raising moments as well as disbelief ones. It was a little repetitive at

times about a particular situation ,there were contradictions (one was cleared up), and a hiccup in

the timeline. Still one of the best books that has been put out.

When i tell u i havent read a book series this good since "Unbreakable" omfg this book series is so

good i couldnt put the book down...the storyline flows very well & its neva a dull moment it kept me

wanting more & more...i cant for pt3 thank u so much for keepin me on toes yasss Miss Tynessa im

luvin it hunnieGreat work!!ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚â€™Ã‚Å¡

This was soooo good. I was waiting for the moment when all the secrets were finally spilled and you

did not disappoint. Well done

this book was very predictable throughout the entire story, its like before I would start each sentence

or chapter I knew what was happening next. Markel stabbing his mom and leaving her there and

tiffany walking in frantic and the cops cathing her was the only surprise in the book. it should've

neded here but I guess you wanted to make a little more money

Everybody was screwing everybody! This book is full of infertility lies deceit an all that juicy stuff! I'm

glad this is fiction cause it was just wayyyy to much going on. Even though Tiffany pissed me off an

went through hell that ending shows that she still has a good heart which I hope she keeps finds a

good man and leaves them all in the dust!

I see where the author was trying to go, but this was too much drama and the story is unbelievable.

I refuse to believe that a wife finds out that her best friend and husband is having an affair and is

this calm. I don't feel sorry for the Sarah Mike nor his dumb wife Tiffany. I don't think Sarah should

have a happy ending. She need to be dealt with just like Mike. The only reason I want dumb as a

box of rocks Tiffany to get a man is because of how her husband and b s st friend did her.

Ok so Markel kills his mother and Tiffany shows up thinking that's where Mike was going only to get

caught my the police smh oh lawd Tynessa how could you do us like that with this cliff hanger

ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â€•. I'm glad that everything is finally out, but I would have never expected that



Tiffany slept with Mike's brother Mark though. I can't wait until book 3 drops because I need

answers. This book was so good ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Ëœ

Sarah and Mike's secret has come out. Tiffany was so upset about their affair that she slept with

Markel to get back at them, not realizing he was Mike's son. Once everyone found out both secrets,

it put Markel in a bad head space. Sarah had tried moving on with X and he told her to tell Tiffany

and Markel both the truth. Waiting for part 3 to see of Sarah lives.
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